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Day of Year  

 

 

Day 62 (3/2/20)  

 

Status Summary: 

All subsystems and payloads are nominal/green status except the OLA LELT, which continues to 

be tracked as yellow. OCAMS is powered on. OD226 is onboard; OD227 was waived. Today’s 

criticality-2 OpNavs came down nominally. Ephemeris and burn late updates will be uplinked 

tomorrow ahead of the Nightingale low sortie. No alarms or data gaps.  

Looking ahead: The primary activity this week is the Recon C low sortie of site Nightingale. 

This activity will be bracketed by two maneuvers, R3D (orbit departure) and R3R (orbit 

recapture). Instruments will begin powering on tomorrow (DOY 63, Tuesday 3 March) around 

12:00 UTC. OVIRS will be set to SP=8. The science activity will start at about 20:00 UTC. See 

the slides for a breakdown of the observation timeline. Focus of PolyCam during the 

Sampleability observation will be informed by the OLA HELT, or, if that should fail, the default 

manually set focus position. There are no context observations with this sortie.  

The science activity will be followed by high-cadence OpNavs, then 3/x1 OpNav mosaics. 

Criticality-2 OpNavs are expected on Wednesday (DOY 64, 4 March), followed by criticality-3 

OpNavs on Thursday. After this, we will close out the week with a return to high-cadence 

particle monitoring and OpNavs every 2 hours.  

The OVIRS, OTES, and OLA data from the Nightingale low sortie are expected to be down 

Wednesday, without about 30% of OCAMS following Thursday, and all data from this activity 

down by the end of the pass on Friday (DOY 66, 6 March).  

The weekly SOPG meeting has been discontinued. Working groups and instrument teams will be 

kept informed via email and JIRA. Kick-offs and status updates will be handled at the Science 

Weekly meetings as needed. Downlink tag-ups will take place every day this week.  

Day 63 (3/3/20)  

 



Status Summary: 

All payloads are nominal (except LELT). OD228 and the double-burn late update have been 

uplinked.  

All expected power-ons for the Nightingale low sortie starting later today have been confirmed. 

The orbit departure maneuver (RD3) has executed. We will be using HELT to focus PolyCam 

owing to the LELT failure. There are no context observations associated with the sortie. See the 

slides for a detailed breakdown of the Nightingale low sortie observations.  

Looking ahead: The sortie will be followed by high-cadence criticality-2 OpNavs every 30 

minutes (no particle monitoring), with criticality-3 3x1 OpNav mosaics following tomorrow.. 

After this, we will close out the week with a return to high-cadence particle monitoring and 

OpNavs every 2 hours.  

The OVIRS, OTES, and OLA data from the Nightingale low sortie are expected to be down by 

the end of tomorrow’s pass, followed by OCAMS particle images, then OCAMS Nightingale 

images. All data from the sortie should be down by the end of the pass on Friday (DOY 66, 6 

March). See the slides for a detailed downlink forecast. Downlink tag-ups will take place every 

day this week.  

Day 64 (3/4/20)  

 

Status Summary: 

All payloads except OCAMS were powered off after yesterday’s Nightingale low sortie. The pair 

of burns bracketing the sortie appear to have executed nominally.  

Today we received the OLA, OTES, and OVIRS data from the Nightingale low sortie, as well as 

the expected criticalilty-2 OpNavs. The partitions are empty except for OCAMS, which is at 

about 26% (including Nightingale and particle monitoring images). Small gaps were observed in 

the OVIRS data, for which we may have a retransmit.  

Preliminary telemetry suggests that OLA fired the HELT as planned and read in ranges 

resembling what we would expect, so we are cautiously optimistic that PolyCam was 

appropriately focused by the HELT for these observations. We will know for sure when we 

receive the first half of the OCAMS sortie data tomorrow. The rest of the OCAMS data is 

expected to be down by the end of the pass on Friday (6 March, DOY 66).  

We collected high-cadence (every 30 min) OpNavs following the sortie; today, we are switching 

to 3x1 OpNav mosaics every 2 hours.  



Looking ahead: After the 3x1 OpNav mosaics, we will revert to the usual OpNavs every 2 hours 

and restart the high-cadence (every 20 min) particle monitoring. Downlink tag-ups will take 

place every weekday this week.  

Day 65 (3/5/20)  

 

Status Summary: 

All payloads are nominal (except LELT). OCAMS is powered on. OD229 is on board.  

The carrier lock was lost briefly during yesterday’s pass, which may explain the gaps in OVIRS 

data from the Nightingale low sortie. A retransmit request for these data has been executed.  

About half of the OCAMS Nightingale low sortie data came down today. The rest is expected to 

come down tomorrow, leaving the OCAMS partition about 13% full with particle monitoring 

images. The OCAMS partition is expected to empty by the end of the pass on Saturday (7 

March, DOY 67). All other partitions are empty.  

Christian d’Aubigny showed PolyCam data from the Nightingale low sortie. Focus errors are 

within the expected range. The focus appears a little softer than usual in the PolyCam images, 

but it is not clear whether this is an actual focus effect or a result of different contrast in the 

imaged material. The quality of the images appears to be good overall/ Under the most favorable 

illumination conditions, objects down to 5 mm are resolved.  

Amy Simon reported that OVIRS data from the Nightingale low sortie has been processed 

through L3. The OVIRS detector was warm for this observation,110 to 116 K, though not quite 

as warm as expected. The data are usable in general, but there may be some artifacts and 

saturation in individual spectra; use caution. The data will be blessed once the gaps noted above 

have been confirmed to be filled.  

We are currently collecting OpNavs every 2 hours with high-cadence (every 20 min) particle 

monitoring.  

Looking ahead: We will continue the above OpNav and particle monitoring cadence through the 

weekend. The downlink tag-up will be held tomorrow; next week, we will revert back to a M/W 

cadence for these meetings.  

Day 66 (3/6/20)  

 



Status Summary: 

OCAMS is powered and nominal; all other payloads are off and nominal. All data from the 

Nightingale low sortie are believed to be down. The remaining 10% fill in the OCAMS partition 

(particle images) is expected to be down by the end of tomorrow’s pass.  

Bashar Rizk showed some of the latest downlinked Nightingale images taken by PolyCam. A 

partially buried block imaged during Recon A and B has particles that are clearly smaller than 2 

cm resting on its surface in the Recon C (low sortie) images, confirming that sampleable material 

is present at Nightingale.  

Dathon Golish showed a quick mosaic of the Nightingale images. Although the chances of the 

ROI being unshadowed were not very high given the observing conditions, fortunately, the 

shadows only barely impinge on the edge of the ROI. Dathon also showed comparisons of the 

ROI from Recon A, B, and C, demonstrating how much more detail can be seen in the 

lattermost. Similarly to what Bashar showed, a close-up on a smooth boulder surface shows 

sampleable material, with subpixel objects casting little shadows. The texture of the boulder’s 

surface is also evident in detail.  

Autofocusing PolyCam with the HELT appears to have worked. A full assessment will be 

provided Monday (9 March).  

The global OVIRS reprocessing kicked off about an hour ago.  

Looking ahead: OpNavs and high-cadence particle monitoring will continue through the 

weekend. Next week, there will be no particle monitoring. An optical distortion and boresight 

check will be performed for NavCam 2. Downlink tag-ups will revert to the M/W cadence.  

 


